
Transactioneering Mastery Academy  

Week 5 Homework Answers 

 

1. Download all of the documents for this week’s class from the website and save them on your 

computer so that you don’t have to call our office in 6 months and ask for them. 

 

2. It’s time to start putting what you’re learning into action, so I want you to ask 10 sellers this 

week if they’ll consider payments, or if they have a mortgage, a take over payments deal. You 

don’t have to get 10 yeses, just ask the question 10 times. 

 

How are you going to find sellers to say this to? Well, if you have any old leads that turned down 

a low cash offer, that would be a good place to start.  

 

If you’re doing marketing, you should have no problem adding this question to what you already 

ask sellers. 

 

If you aren’t doing any marketing, well, I’m not sure how you’re in the real estate business—but 

find 10 sellers (not agents and not wholesalers, direct sellers) on CraigsList, call them, build 

some rapport, and ask the question. 

 

How many sellers did you ask? ____ 

How many didn’t say no? _____ 

 

3. Material comprehension questions: 

A seller-carryback mortgage is most akin to: 

[ ] a conventional mortgage  [x] an installment sale  [ ] a land contract 

Which of the following is negotiable in a seller-held mortgage situation? (check all that apply) 

[x]  The length of the amortization 

[ ] Whether the mortgage gets recorded in the public record 

[x]  The payment due date 

[x]  How long it will be before the first payment is made 

[ ] Whether or not there’s a formal closing at a title company or attorney 

[x] The down payment 

[ ] Whether or not there’s a title search done before closing 

 

A subordination clause: 



[ ] Requires the seller to do anything you ask him to do in regards to the mortgage, even after the 

closing 

[ ] Makes the seller let you “move the mortgage” to another property if you decide to 

[x]  Says that the seller’s mortgage will drop into second position if you need to get rehab financing 

[ ] Is a plot device in 50 Shades of Grey 

A Substitution of Collateral Clause: 

[ ] Forces the seller to let you move the mortgage to another property if you decide to 

[ ] Says that the seller’s mortgage will drop into second position if you need to get rehab financing 

[x]  Is not a clause that can necessarily be enforced 

[ ] Is a plot device in 50 Shades of Grey 

True or false: 

Seller-held mortgages only work on paid-off properties    [ ]T  [x]F 

 Wraps and seller-held seconds can work on non-free and clear properties, in conjunction with 

the underlying loan 

A seller-held mortgage secures a loan      [ ]T  [x]F 

 There is no “loan”, it’s an installment sale. This is the 2nd time this question has appeared in the 

weekly homework; if you got it wrong both times, you’d better review this chapter again. 

In a wrap mortgage, the wrap is actually a second mortgage    [x}T  [ ]F 

The terms of a wrap mortgage can be MORE favorable than the terms of the underlying mortgage 

that’s being wrapped        [x]T  [ ]F 

There are situations in which a seller-held loan, even at no interest and with no down payment, is 

not an attractive option for that deal      [x]T  [ ]F 

 In situations where the purchase price is a small percentage of the total cost to buy and repair, it 

might be better just to borrow private or hard money for the entire amount. 

You don’t need to get a title search if buying on a seller-held mortgage  [ ]T  [x]F 

 ALWAYS get one 

You should never do a seller-held note that has an interest rate   [ ]T  [x]F 

 As long as the overall deal is acceptable to you, it’s fine to do a seller-held mortgage with 

interest—and remember, certain kinds of sellers, like landlords turning properties into notes for 

retirement, will want interest. 

You should always make a seller 3 offers to choose from     [ ]T  [x]F 

 3 offers is too many for a typical seller to process 

You should always ask for a discount when paying off a seller-held mortgage early [x]T  [ ]F 



If a seller is more familiar with another kind of financing (lease/option, land contract, etc.), you 

should just negotiate the kind of deal he’s comfortable with     [ ]T  [x]F 

 If a mortgage works better for you/the deal, you should simply explain the advantages of the 

mortgage vs. the thing they’re familiar with 

Because seller-held mortgages aren’t “loans”, there’s no need to do a written disclosure to the seller 

about potential risks        [ ]T  [x]F 

You should walk away from an otherwise favorable seller-financed deal, if the seller insists on any 

terms you’re not sure you can meet, such as a quick balloon    [x]T  [ ]F 

 

 

 


